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. HAVE I HEARD THIS BEFORE AND IS IT WORTH KNOWING?
VANIATIONS IN POLITICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING

4,. Democracies operate on the assumption that their citizens keep abreast of
diVrent happenings so that they can form infelligent opinions about 'current 'events
ead the governmental policies required to cope with them. It is important,
'tfierefore, to kdow what sort of information people extract from the daily flood
.tide of news and how they incor?)orate it into their fund of knowledge of the state

their world, and its mode of operation. The -research reported here seeks to
Osess what happens when people read their daily-newspaper, listen to the news on
television or radio, or discuss current e4ents with their families, friends, and
Colleagues.

The Data

To find answers to this quesion, a small panel of 'people was tested for their
ecàll of selected news stories published throughout 1976. Two-hundred seventy five

of these news Stories were chosen for the recall tests to reflect a diVerse array of
important, widely-publicized national, local, and'international matters. The stories
:were drawn from the specific news sources to which' thee inter'viewees had been
exposed. They were asked about these stories during successive,interviews while

stories were either current or 'very recent. At,most, no rqpre than thirty days
had'elapsed since the story had received media coverage. We knew the content of
i6eSe stories from a detailed content analysis. If our respdndents remembered the
story, we asked what they remembered and thought about it and why they had'paid
attention to it and remembered it.L1 they did not recall the story, we asked why

they, might be disinclined to pay attention to ;this type of information or ,to
reMember it.

. We also asked people to record, in a daily diary, at least three news stories
ttiat had recently come to their anention as well as the interpersonal or media
sourtes of the recalled information. The diary yielded an average of 500 additional
stories for each respondent. These stories, along with questions about political
infdrmation which was not linked to specific media content, provided us with an
opportunity to assess the use of non-enedia sources for gathering political
inf ormaiion.

the major research techniqUe used for the larger study from which this-
report is taken was in-depth interviewing. The panelists were selected.from a pool
of ,randomly chosen voters in Evanston, a medium-size city in Illinois. The initial
ppol of 200 was narrowed to a panel of .21, cho.sen with an eye to demographic
diversity in age, sex, and'socio-economic status.' While a panel of 21 adults from
the same town cannot fully reflect national diversityx it is reassuring to know that
our panelists' reactions to political issues closely resembled those of their
copterpws in the national election surveys run by the University of Michigan.

Our panelists were interviewed ten timeS throughout 1976 to learn how they
aisessed current events. The average interview was conducted in the panelist's
home and lasted aA3r.42ximately two hours. It was tape-recorded and yielded 1,500--
2,000 statements in response to 50 to 100 questions. Most.questions were open-

'ended and probes were used routinely io ascertain the reasons for specific answers.
Information selection dnd proce sing were studied by a two-stage analysis of-

the, interview tapes. The first codi ascertained the substance of interview
responses and the diary contents. Topics of recall, :frequencies, direction and
strength of opinions and the like were nofed. Most of this work' was done by a single
coder, with reliability checks performed on_10 _percent of the work. For queslions
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involving discretion, intercoder reliability averaged 91 percent. It did not drop,
below 83 percent for any single category.

The second, &Id more difficult coding task involved conceptual codingHere
coders were asked to infer thinking processes from the manner in which questions
were Lanswered. We checked for such matters as conceptualizations of political
situations, ability to generalize and make comparisons, cause and effect linkages,
rationales and rationalizations, and consistencts and inconsistencies in thought:
After initial analysis 'had revealed that processing patterns corresponded to models
developed by cognitive psychologists, we also 'watched for further evidence of the
occurrence of the predicted patterns.

At least two trained coders subjected each interview to concptual coding.
At the start of the project, three coders were used. Ultimately, two codings were
deemed sufficient since intercoder reliability rates were good averaging 85
percent agreement on choice of statements to be3coded as reflective of concept-
ualizations and on the selection of a specific code.

To check whether the panelists had been sensitized by the repeated intensive,
interviews so that their responses were abnormal, we conducted periodic intei-views
with people from the original pool of respondents who had not been interviewed
except for the original screening. We found no significant differ,ences in the
answers given by panel members and outsiders. For instante, a comparison of news
story recall ability on afour point scale showed a ranking of 2.3 for panel members
and 2.4 for the control group, with essentially the same kinds of stories and type of
information recalled. The . danger of intentional or. inadvertent .distortion of
responses waS averted partially by asking many questions in different ways over a
long period of time ,so that systematic distortion would have been very difficult.
Inadvertent distortion was minimized by testing reactiOns to stories in a variety of
ways and by checking corresgonding behaviors whenever possible. Accuracy of
interview responses was further confirmed by the fact that the panelis'ts gave very
similar responses to .many types of qugstions. . '

Attention Arousal

When people are exposed to information about actrent affairs, three types of
interactions may occur. People may remain unaware of the information; they may
purposely ignore the information after they have becorrie aware of its existence; or
they may pay attention to the information and absorb it in varying degrees.

The 'first step in acquiring information is attention arousal. People's attention
to current even-?s inay take place through personal experience, through interper-
sonal communication, or through ex'posure to the mass media. Since newspapers are
moSt-people's richest source for current information, we designed two experiments
to test the attention arousal process during newspaper exposure. In these experi-
ments, we asked our panelists to run a marking penalongside those portions of
stories which caught their attention, whenever they were engaged in routine
newspaper reading. Analysis of these marked papers showed that, on an average,
Our panelists totally ignored'67 percent oftall of the stories in the paper. Some /of
these stories undoubtedly escaped their glance entirely. Others were, probably
scanned so lightly for cues that the scanning was not remembered. Such scanning
seems to be akin to watching the fleeting scene from a train window and failing to
record most of the images which pass in front of tIle eye.

Of the 33 percent of the stories that were noticed, our panelists oad 18
spercent completely and 15 percent _partially. The range of individuhl sdettion
behaviors varie-ffrom slipping 23 percent of all stories to skipping 88 percent.

,
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Complete reading of stories ranged froFn 8 percent to 36 percent of all stories, and
tiaLreading from '4 to 47 percent. During intervieWs it became clear that partial

rea g is encouraged by the inverted pyramid Ayle used by.newspapers, where thee
salient facts are presented in the opening paragnphs. Readers know that they can
glean the essence of a story Withouttgoing to the trouble of reading all of it.

Of the stories which caught our panelists' attention, less thari half (43%)
could be_ classified as news aboutgovernrnent arid politicians, With 1976 election
stories rating as the mOSt popular choice (11%). Thirty-one percent of the selected
stories dealt with social problems, with street crime (8%) as the most ,attention-,
getting subject matter. Sixteen percent of noted ttories concerned Human interest
topics, 'with half of them "devoted to gossip about well-knowr(i'persons in all walks of
life. Finally, 11 percent of all stories'sélected for attention dealt, with a variety of
economic themes. These overall figures conceal large individual variations. How-
ever, they do show that political stories wei-e not the main focus of concern, even
in an election year. Moreover, news consumption patterns do not mirror newspaper
news presentation patterns. In the averatge newspaper national newscast, roughly
60 percent oL the stottiy deal with political matters', 22 percent with social issues,
14 percent with huenan interest affairs, and 4 percent with economic,matters.

4 It the butk of (information presented by the mass media never registers in;
people's consciogsbiss, one piece of the puzzle of large ignorance in Athe midst of
pleptiful inforation falls into place: Much available informaiion- is ignored from
the start. Information scanning ig done Carelessly /and unsystematically. When asked
why they had missed specific stories, the panelists attributed nearlAy half of the
misses to casual inattention. Even though they claimed to be quite interested in
many of these stories, they seemed to take such carelessness for granted and did
not appeaf to lie disturbed by it. Casóal omissions are compounded when one adds
stories which are read or viewed withoui recall, and stories whith are quickly
forgotten. The end result of such news scanning behavior is that only a fraction of
the information supply is incorporated into the Aerage individuaPs knowledge base.

.
a

inf o r m atio n ,Slection .

1

The attention a`rousal test provided us with data attbut information selection
from an average array of news stories? We anticipated that recall would be richer
in quatnt-ityand quality when the panelists were 1asked about prominently featured
stories. These stories Had been accorded.top billing in newspapers and on television
and had generally- received repeated mentions. This was,.indeed, the case. We found
that ovexall, only 29 percent of the 275 prominent stories had been either missed or
totally forgotten by the panelists, less than half the Toss rate encountered for
stories in-gener4 However, another 48 'percent of the stories we're remembered
only hazily. rIttl5est, our panelists could provrde no more than three statements of
facts about each. Fpr 23 percent.Of the prominent stories, recall was ample so that
four or more statements of facts or opinions could be rqcounted. Thcre were wide

. variations among individuals in ability to recall story details. But eveifat best, loss
of infeOmation was substantial. .'
Reasons for Iriformation Rejection .

. What kinds .of reasons do people give.,for neglecting inforqation?. There are
many, ranging from reasons related to the individual and, her or his life style,, to the
nature of the story or the mode of its presentation. Table 1 presents the aggregate
picture, based on reasons given f_or neglecting pr.ominent stories inclUded in the
story eecall tests. The,fir* column gives percentages for all reasons, the second
omits the "Missed" category.'

-
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The most common: reason why our panelists failed to pay attention was the
excuse "I. missed that one,". without any apparent reason, other than haphazard
scanning. Excluding this inadvertent behavior, what are the major conscious
reasons for rejecting information? The biggest category is "no interest.".It contains -

stories which give neither personal pleasure nor satisfy job related or-civic needs.
It also includes stories which contain disturbing information. Respondents may-
shut out stories about people they dislike intensely or about domestic, and
international situations vikaich disturb- them greatly, but whicll seem beyond control ;.
by them or by their political leaders. "Why worry about it wheis hothing can be done
anyhow" expresses the feeling.

Table 1
Reasons for Rejecting News Stories*

-t

Missed

All Selected
Cin percenTi-FiF
47

Too Busy 6 12
No Interest 28 33
Redundant/Boring 2 3 /
Doubt Media 3 6
Doubt Story 1 2
Too Remote 10 18

Too Complex 3 5

*N for first column = 1493; kl for second column = 793.

Dissonance avoidance is another reason for clairriing that informaiion lacks
interest. For example, one respondent told us that he did not pay attention to
Mideast news "because I tend to be more of an isolationist type . . . I feel that the
United States is spread out too thin in too many areas, and they're sticking their
nose into too much stuff that they don't belori in." However, dissonance is not
necessarily a reason for rejecting infor ation. All our panelists were to
pay attention to some dissonant message

The-next largest rejection categor beyond "no interest" ihvolved information
that was either too remote or too c mplex. Many stories dealing with foreign
affairs fell ihto both of these 'catego ies. Several panelists, especially those with
limited education, rejected stories ab ut distant places automatically and claimed
routinely that there stories were 1too complex.-K11 panelists preferred simple
stories and stories which readily fi ink& situations for which they had appropriate
conceptual schemas available fof 'nformation processing. Since much political
information is co.rtradictory, co using, or unfamiliar, this was a much-used
rejection category.'

Eight percent of, the stories were ;rejected because of skepticism about the
credibility of the story or the media. Political stories, in particular, fell into this
category. For eXample, one respondent, who was an avid consumer of political
news, was typical of the many panelists who ignored .presidential messages. To him,
such messsages were "mostly hogwash," and therefore not worthy of attention.
Cyhicism about campaign stories was widespread. Many respondents refused to pay
attention to pronouncements by 'or about the )indidates because they deemed them
to be empty rhetoric.

Finally, 15 percent of the stgr.ies were rejected for what can be characteriked
as reasohs of economy. People, particularly thop with heavy family or job-related

6
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obligations, or with heavy leisure hour commitrpents, lack time ahd inclination tocope with all the information available to the.m.9 Therefore they cut out redundant
or .boring stories or ignore a breaking story until it is complete so that only the sndresult needs to be assimilated. Whenever all of these tactics prove insufficienf tocope with the overload of information, days and even weeks may pass with noattention to news. People complain that they have been simply too busy or tootired or too ill to keep up. Once a particular time crunch has pased, they rarelybother to catch up with missed inforpation.

.Even when oue panelists read1 a news story or watched it onNelevision, this, did not necessarily arcalse sufficient attIntion to lead to information processingand ability, to recall _the story. Thea panelists frequently mentioned during inter-
views that they had read or watched news stories without really paying attention to
41hem. Consequtntly they were left with no recollection of what had been read orviewed, even within minutes of concluding reading or viewing. .

When asked why they went through the motions of .monitoring news .storieswhen they gained nothing from the process, some said that they did it merely as a
matter of habit or from a sense of obligatiorithat news monitoring, is required from
responsible citizens. Others alleged' that their purpose was to look for eues tospecifics types of information which they wanted to monitor. To.,borrow a terin
from Harold Lasswell, this is the personal surveillance function.' The panelists
scanned ipformation to make ,sure that it contained nothing of predetermined
importance to them. If nothingNas found, their personali,zed orientation to the
news wasjapparent from the corilmon remark that "there was nothing in the news
today. i .

,
,

Reasons for Information Acceptance
.When people were asked why they had paid attention. and remembered

particular information which they could recall freely, what reasons did they give?
And how do these reasons square with widely,accepted theories about *mformation
acquisition? To ,answer these questions, we asked our .panelists to tell us their
reasons for remembering information produced in response to interviewquestions,
allowing them to express these reasons extemporaneously. We also asked them to
repoq reasons in their diaries, either bY checking off a list of ten choices derived
ft-om 'Pre-test,data, or by writing out their Own reasons. The results for story recall
and diary questions are presented in Table 2.

*N

Table 2
Reasons for Processing News Stories*

Societal Importance
Interesting Story
Job Relevance
Personal Relevance
Emotional Appeal
Chance Reasons

Recall Diary
-TirTFercentages)
19 22.
1`5 32
12 2
26 19
20 22 .

1 2

..

'Miscellaneous . 7, - 1

for first column = 453; N for second column = 15,453.

The data in the table indicate that the primary reason for paying' attention to
s stories, according' to our panelists self-assessment, was personal pleasure.

.
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When we combin general interest in a story with emotional appeal and personal
relevance, 61 Percent of the test stories and 73 percent of the diary stories were
remembered because they satisfied personal life needs. The information served no
work life or civic life purposes. Societal. significance of the story thus was a
comparatively minor attraction, as was its usefulness for one's job.

A check of the substance of stories recorded in the diaries supports the
accuracy. of this self-assessment. The heaviest emphasis was on news containing
human interest elements, such as tstories about crimes and accidents, and stories
relevant ,to personal life style, including health care, sports,. entertainment, and
gossip about assorted celebrities. This finding is compatible with Stephenson's play
theory of mass media use which stresses that Media use is largely recreational. It
atiso accords with more general uses and gratifications theories which indicate that
people pay attentiop to information that is instrumentally useful for them or that
provides psychological gratifications. -

While psychological gratifications were the major reasons for selecting
stories, other gratifications were sought aS well, These included the need to act as
a "good c4tizen," interested in important public affairs, and the need tip seem well-
informec) as well as the need to be aware of job relevant information. These needs
led to attention to a substantial number of politically significant news stories so
that the heavy emphasis on personal pleasure did not leave the respondents devoid
of political knowledge. Our panelists also derived gratification from reducing their
uncertainty about pending voting decisions. Accordingly, they increased their
attention to election stories immediately prior to elections.

The comparatively limited taste of most panelists for political stories is best
explaineei by their lukewarm interest in politics. Like most other Americans, they
did not anticipateas many gratifications from political news stories as from other
endeavors. Despite verbal professions\-bf high intere,st in politics, they rarely
expressed pure curiosity for political inlorrnatiori, even though there were other
knowledge areas where they sought information simply for the 'sake of knowing.

Whenever anticipautd gratifications from attending to particular information
did not materialize, our panelists were quite willing to stop reading ore listening.
This is furth'er support for the notion that gratifications are an important
motivating force for seeking*formation. For example, most panelists had eagerly
awaited the presidential debates of 1976 and set aside time to watch them. But,
when they found them boring, they stopped watching after a brief sampling.

A third set of theories which explain atterion to news are, cognitive balance
theories. Accorrding to such theories, people deliberately chooSe the information to
which they wish to expos.e themselves. Their choice is frequent1y guided by a desire
to obtain only information which reeinforces their established-teliefs, and to avoid 4
information that is disturbing to their peace of mind. Our study, provides limited
support fOr such theories. As noted, disturbing information was off ten rejected, but
this was by no means a consistent practice. And 11* distirtt preference for
'reinforcing information did not mean that contradictory information was routinely
ignored.

the main characteristic of the news selection and rejection process, whch
mitigates against systematic selectivity, is its. casualness. Aside korn the use of
specialized journals by a few professionals on'the panel, pedple used triforrnastion
primarily on a ready availability basis. They read the newspapers and magazines'.
which were available in their environment, looking for whatever pleasing "gto'ries
might .be presented on a particular day. Searches for specific pre-selected stories,'
were rare. Similarly, once the television set was turned on to a partieular channel,,
panelists usually shunned the effort f turning the,dial in search of preferred
stories, eMpt for a few favorite programs each week.
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Finally, our findings are in accord with the general tenor of agenda-setting
theories. Our panelists were influenced by the various cues to the importance of
stories which the media supply. Panelists were more likely to expose themselves to
frequently occurring stories, at least until saturation b*dom had set in. And they
showed some preference for front section stories. But, as recent investigations
have shown, there are many conditions which modify the agenda-setting potential
of the mass media. Our study sheds light on a murriber of these contingent
conditions.

The dominant impressions conveyed by the array. of reasons for story accept-
ance and for story rejection is that people want to pay attention, but assign a low
priority to news consumption, compired to other activities. When they pay

ik a t t en ti on to news, stories must be interesting to be remembered, simple to
understand, and believable. Their general civic sigrdficance is a rela4vely minor
matter, though by no means unimportant. Whether a 'story will be deemed
interesting depends partly on story substance and form and partly on timing and
context. For example, election stories were found more interesting and 1-emem-
bered at a steeply higher rate (60 percent compared to 40 percent) wben they were
presented at high points of the campaign rather than at interludes. Overall,
attention to political news suffices to make pnelists aware of the bulk of
important political stories. It is insufficient to make them genuinely knowledgeable
about the main points of the majority of these stories.

Information Processing

)-iow do people interact with the news stories to which they choo to pay
attenYion? Schema theory, as postulated by cognitive psychologists, seems le
provide a model which holds up well when applied to flews stories of all types.
Explained very briefly, schema theory postulates that \people selea and process
information to arrive at a meaningful simplified interpretation of the complexities
of the world that surrounds them. From past experiences,, they have distilled their
covin memory schemata about how the world operates. Faced with new information,
peOple selectwhat they wish to process, and then attempt to integrate it into the
existing array of conceptualizations. The process begins with attention arousal and
brief storage of lightly-processed information in short term memory. Thereafter,
the reservoir of established constructs is searched in order-Nto integrate the new
information into appropriate existing schemas.

Adults are likely to have appropriate schemas for infoynation prevalent in
their culture or subculture because they have learned since childhood that this is
essential for coping with their environment. Cues within the i4formation indicate
to the receiver which schema or schemas will be an appropriate storags place for
the injormation. If new information seems worthwhile but does not fit into
established schemas, three processing options are available. The information may
be integrated by making extensive changes in established schemas; it 'may be
processed into totally new schemas; or it may be discarded.

Ppople employ three major interrelated pc9cessing strategies for storing
informition and for retrieving it from memory. 1 They are relatedness search,
segmentation, a;d checking. Relatedness search involves looking for similar
situations in the individual's array of schemas. It can be accomplished through
straight matching, throtigh matching of spin-off-s from the story, or through the use
of analogies. In straight matching, the new information is compared to information
on the same subject already stored in memory, to check to what degree it
corresponds to its counterpart. Since schemas, in addition to recording events, also

9
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record sequences in \the development of events, likely outcomes, as well as
judgments about meanings anct merits of the events, incoming information can be
matched against these spin-offs from factual situations. When evaluations of new
situations need totbe made, the ability to draw analogies becomes valuable because
analogies provide criteria by which to judge new events. People who have a narrow
repertoire of schemas available for these various processing operations often find
it difficult to assimilate the news.

Segmentation and checking are sub-routines which help in making successful .
relatedness searches. Segmentation involyes breaking down a story into its compon-
ent parts and performing relatedness 'Searches for one or more of these parts.
Processing of particular dimensions of the information may .be easier .than
processing the information in its entirety. Checking is an attempt at'improvihg the
matches in relatedness searches beyond those that first come to micld. Evidence of
checking comes to the fore when people think out loud, running through several
possibilities. It appears to be a satisficing, rather than a maxifniiihg operation,
with people examining only a limitil number of options, rather than running
through the full gamut of possibilities.

In the balance of. this paper, I will-describe the five types of schemas which
were used routinely by our panelists to process current news in 1976. There were
variations in the frequency with which each tve was used, 'reflecting personal
idiosyncracies, educational differences, and diff erences 19 political outlook and
inteust. Nonetheless, it is significant that the same limited array of basic schemas, Neas ommon to news processing by all our _Lespondents. The fact that these
schemas have also been observed by other scholars who have investigated political
culture and political belief systems proAdes ,additional 'support for the accuracy
and general applicability of our findings." N

1. Cause and Effect Sequences
New information is likely to be noticed and incorporated into existing

cognitions if it appears to be a predictable outcome of familiar current conditions.
For instance, if one believes that unemployment produces crime, a story about
rising crime is no-surprise when published during times of high unemployment. The
fact that the outcome should have been expected even seems to take some of the
sting out of undesirable events. New information which conforms to familiar causal
sequIncies may be incorporated, in More or less detail, into established schernas.
Or, as happens more freqUently, it may be discarded as "nothing new" and therefore
not needed for incorporation into existing schemas. \
Simple schemas

We encountered 3 types of cause anaffect semas. In simple cause and
effect schemas, the linkage between cause and effect is direct. There are no
multiple steps or circular reasoning. However, there may be multiple'cAuses linked
to a particular outcome. The following examples represent simple causal sequen-
ces. Stories, about tax increases were frequently processed as the predictable
direct results of excessive spending by government. Pollution stories were integra-
ted as the inevitable outcome of high industrialiiation. Poor schools were linked to
inadequate spending for public education. All of these stories were regarded as
neither novel nor surprising, and usually worth only liLnited attention.

Our panelists rarely saw individuals as the 'cause of political propems
reported in the 'news. Rather, they blamed circumstances beyond people's control.
The "system" was at fault, or the world had become too complex for eve the 'best
and the tirightest to cope with i.ts' ills successfully. This type of fatalis reates
feelings that nothing can be done to remedy political ills permanently. It Se omes? a
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disincentive for paying close attention to tales about the perenriial ills of the
political system. Instead, such stories are met with expressions of resignation like
title rhetorical query "what else is new?"
, Given this attitude, stories which repdrted improvements in long-standing

plitical problems received attention from most of our panelists because they were
0-erceived as deviations from the ekpected. Such stories were used either to modify
existing schemas most people seemed quite willin g. to undertake occasional
modifications' -- or they were labelled and reljected as unbelievable and the
established schema was reaffirmed. Reasons for questioning credibility ranged

'from reservations about the source Of the.story, to doubts about the accuracy of
the media, to assertions that past experience indicated that the story_ must be
incorrect or merely a temporary deviation, soon to be corrected.

.'At times, our panelists made obviously faulty causal connections or seaiched
unsuccessfully for causal explanations of political stories which had caught their
attention3. When the cases were elusive, they expressed disappointment. "I wish I
knew-- it baffles me I can't make heads or tails ou't of this" were common
expressions which indicated that the respon ent could not readily find an appropri-
ate schema trhake the stor51 part of a me ingful cause and effect sequence.-If no
appropriate sdhemas could ultimately found, such stories were more adily
forgotten than more familiar tales, as judged by tests of long-range memory.
Projections to the Future

Another commOn form of cause and effect reasoning is the attempt to
project *rent events covered by news stories to their future, as yet unrealized,
consequences. The implied question then is "what consequences will this -went have
in the future?" This is different from ordinary effect-cause linkage Aere one
accounts for an effect t at has already Jappened by linking it to a cause.

. An example of pro ection was one anelist's prediction that stories about tlie
strong primary election vzinning streak of a particular presidential candidate
indicated that he would be able to unify the party even before the convention.
Another example was the assertion that stories which show a candidate to be
partial to particular groups portend that he will place the interests of these groups
above the general interest. Hence Senator Jackson's affinity for Jewish causes
meant that he wouild be prone to favor these causes unduly.

Frojection may also be used as a technique to bring discrepant information
into alignment with existing schemas. For example, stories contradicting the
schema that social conditions make continuous eises in the crime rate inevitable
were brought into line by pointing out that the deviant trends would be reversed in
the near future. The current trends were construed as temporary aberrations.
Complex Schemas

While simple cause and effect linkages were quite common in story process-
ing, complex cause and effect linkages were. rare. The ratio averaged 10 to 1. An
exampl of complex cause and effect linkage was one panelist's remark that stories
about ris ng crime rates should be interprered as evidence of the nkruptcy of
liberal philosophies. The complex Tasoning leading to this parti ar linkage was
that anti-business policies generatad by liberals produce unern loyment. In turn,
unemployment produces crime because it leaves people idle and vulnerable to
temptations to enrich themselves through 'crime or to take out their frustrations on
society. Thus the causal Chain went from liberalism to anti-business philosophy to
unemployment to rising crime.

Another iype of complex reasoning is acknowledgment -of the obvious cause
and effect linkage which explains a particular story and indicat,es how it should be
stored, followed by an indication that there are real or ancillary reasons beyond the
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obvious reasons. A story about reassigning teachers in Chicago in order to racially
integrate faculties illustrates searching beyond obvious reasons. Several respond-
ents alleged that Chicago school authorities actually were opposed to teacher
integration. They perceived the story as involying the status of teachers' unions in
Chicago, rather than integration policy. In'their the reassignment was
intended to destroy the power of unions by destroying their control over teacher
assi gnments.

The attempt to distinguish instrumental and symbolic'aspects of stories is
demonstrated by one respondent's remark that he paid attention to news about
IlIidoi Senator Stevenson's endorsement of a local Chicago Congressman liecause it
was Stevenson's "Declaration of IndependeriCe." Rather than merely proclaiming
support for a fellow politician, the respondent thought that Stevenson was signaling
Mayor Daley that he was willing to defy the mayor who had endorsed a different
candidate.

2. Person Judgments
News stories frequently involve the activitiis of various types of individuals,

many of them easily recognizable as members of distinct dernographic groups.
Such 4tories could be rj2adily processed because our panelists had general schema
about human behavior as it is and as it ought to be, and specific schema about
actual and ideal 8ehvior of various groups and particular individuals and the
criteria by which their behavior ought to be evaluated. In ,the process of reacting to
stories, the panelists often revealed their own implicit personality theories aboy
the meanings io be attributed to particular human characteristics and behaviors.
Criteria for Judgrbent

When confronted with stories about various individuals, our panelists seemed
to ask themselVes first of all whether or not they were farn.iliatwith the person in
question or knew someone similar to her_ or him. Stories- about unfamiliar
individuals and types of people normally were ignored or quickly forgotten. Such
behavior indicates that the processing system hai powerful screens which sharply
reduce the rate of new learning while keeping individuals from being overwhelmed.
by new information. However, new learning and schema development do take place
if fresh faces in news stories reflect situations of great interest or prominence. FOr
instance, new schemas may be formed for important characters in sensational
discoveries or brutal crimes 'or for dew rising stars in the spectrum of presidential
hopefuls. .

Whenever the story subjects were laminar persons or types of persons, the
panelists tried to square the newly reported action with their previous impressions
of these people. If current action conformed to past activiti'es or likely behaviors,
it was treated as confirmation of existing schemas. In such cases, the story was
often described as "nothing new" and was given slight attention. Stories indicating
that familiar individual's current actions contradicted established schemas were
more likely to lead to extensive processing.. Expressions of surprise were followed
by one of three strategies: attempts to 'Interpret the story in ways that would make
it conform after all or,- if this proved impossible, rejection of the story or
alteration of the etablished schwrlas. The first of these strategies was the most
common, followed, in order, by the other two. If the persons involved in prominent
stories were unfamiliar, attempts were made to find similarities between.the
newcomers and familiar characters. These similarities could then be used to
develop new schemas that harmonized_with existing ones.

Items that were commonly included in person schemas were the behaviors and
accomplishments ascribed to the person, 'the person's past history, physical

11,
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appearance v rbal and nonvtebal characteristics and eifaluations of the person by
the observ ,and other parties. Some, of the draracteristics licluded in scheMas
were quit triyial. For instance, one resiiondent reported watching a telecast to
capture "t announcers' comments and the li tidbits . . . stupid little things
like'Jimmr: arter's %the first'presidential nomi e to . . . wear'his hair coveting
the tops of.his ears ..,. yoti know, junkrthings .. . little Human interest things:I"'- s_,,,;

When processing stories about people, judgments about their honesty wem-Y -4 -
most frequent. In part this was tare because honesty was deemed t4 be a ,crudal
element to determine whether to 'like messages conveyed by indivuals seriously. !,
Honesty was assessed in. a variet Of ways. If, physical appearance cguld be judged,
people were described as having or lacking 'tan honest look." Aveidance of eye,
contact was universally interpreted as ETsign'of dishonesty whereas a straight look
intcf the dye and firm, unhesitating responses were 'interpreted as evidence of
llonesty. Aside from these signs, our panelist round it difficult to articulate the
sp cific criteria by which They gauged an honest lool. Facial expression, body
st ce and movement, as well as dress and grooming, all seemed to play a part.
Judgments about who looked 6onest and who dal not were surprisingly uniform,
despite the difficulty of articulating criteria.

Honesty was also assessed by scrutinizing a %person's pronotfncerndms for
consistency. If Xnelists' schemas allowed them to become aware of inconsistencies
between pronouncements or between words and actions, they generally interpreted
it as a sign of dishonesty or lack of steadfastness. Most person judgment schemas
apparently did not include the idea that inconsistencies might involve rational
readjustments to changing conditions. Inconsistencies between the panelists' own
schema; of .the subjects and the subject? self-judgments. also raised the issue of
dishonesty. For example, several panelists interpre.ted stories about Jimmy Carter's
Tiedge that he would never lie to the public as duplicity. Carter's statement ran
Tounter to their schemas about the truthfulness to be expected from politicians.

Insteaeof attempting to make their own judgments, some panelists routinely
accepted personality judgments rpade by third parties and conveyed through the
media or through interpersonal discussion. People with low esteem of their
capacity to make sound judgments in general were most likely to adopt this
strategy in processing news about people. A majority of the women fell into that
group. Panelists %fere also willing to accept third party judgments by persons whom s

they consider to be experts in judging particular types of people. For instance,
one of the pan lis always deferred to the judgment of her. father When it came to
appraising politicians because she felt that he was paying attention to political
information while she was ignoring it.
General Human Behavior Schemas

Our panelists had`well-formed schemas about behaviors to be expected from
people in general, and about the specific behaviors' that` one ought to anticipate
from certain population groups. When stories indicated.that people had behaved in
the expected fashion, the storie were treated as confirmation of existing schemas.
To most panelists, they were not news in that case because it is only news when ,

man bites ciog, not the reverse. Expected behaviors included such things as doing
favors forLyour .friends and relatives, denying mistakes, and indulging one's
weaknesses. Stories involving sUch behaviors,merely became transient supporting
footnotes to established schernas about typical behaviors of homo sapiens.

Human behavior schamas also included ideas about the impact of various
social settings on people's behavior. For instance, many panelists shared the view
that people with time on their, hands are apt to engage in unorthodox activities.
Among other things, this ,idea made them expect that protest activities would be

13
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,-,carried on largely by young; single people who had not yet become full-fledged
members of the labor force.

Besides making it easy for people to absorb new information into their
besfablished knowledge structures, human behavior schemas alsospermit proaections
beyond the'specific information supplied-by news stories. If a news s tory 'reports,
for instance, that a grOup of citizens have demOnstrated against off-shore oil
explorations, general schemas about human nature supply information about othir
characteristiCs that members of the group are likely to exhibit. Our panelists were
quite deliberate about ascribing schema charkcteristics to all members of the same
group. 'As one panelist put it when explaining why she viewed all politicians as
dishonest: "And then,,if this person who yau voted.for is convicted of sdme,serio,us
off ens- . . . to me it goes off onto 'all other politicians. After the: events of the

,p*St few years, I have r real dis11:ust 'of 'politi ians. I rartdon't believe what they
are saying." No exCeptionsi, here;. tl-te conde nation was sweeping and 'all-encom-
15assing.
Pbpulation Subgroups ,

Our, panelists also had a wide repertoire of schemas to prodeii stories abctut
the behavior of population subgroup's. Suce groups could be as narrow\ as specific
types'. of college students or *broad as ethnic, religious, or occupational groups.
Stories-about student rowdyism, ethnic or religious lobbYing r business corruption
were .reOily incorporated into these schemas. To iise just one example, stories
about theuse of bribes by Lockheed officials in their conduct of business evoked
this omrrient: ."It's the kind of thing I think goes on a lot. Business is.a lot of
wheeling-dealing, under-the-table sort of.politics . . it will keep on going. It's just
a burnan 'way of doing things." Obviously, thi's is a schema that goes beyond
characterizing current behavior by a specific business. It projects the permanent
continuance of a characteristic behavior by a class of people because that behavior

is deemed an unchangeable feature of the grovp in question.
One subgroup for which our panelists had distinct schemas consitts of

politicians, in and out of office. Politicians were perceived by most panelists as a
unique breed power-hungry, double-dealing, unscrupthous. In the words of one
panelist: "To me a public official 'is a different kind of person from what, like I am
... It's involvs4 with a need for power." The comment that "In politiCs, dirty trickt
don't really upset me" was typical. Reprehensible conduct elicited no indignation:
Just as one would expect a boxer or a wrestler 'to inflict bodily injury on his
bpponent, so one expects that many politicians will double-deal, betray, and engage,i , in various forms of corruption. They also will be inordinately concerned with
making headlines and with putting the desire for reelection above principled

, behavior. A stock phrase, repeated in almost identical wording was "This is typical
of politicians . . I expect something like that .. . I just take it sort of matter of
fact that that's what politicians do."

The ability to 'win elections was widely used as a criterion to judge
politicians' merits. Victory was deemed to reflect the candidate's appeal to the
general public whose, judgments were respected. 'Stories about election victories,
accordingly, were processed as evidence that the winners were capable. Winners
tben were usually credited with other desirable qiialities which are part of the
sctterna About the nature of capable political candidates. Several panelists
expressed .unease about judging candidates on the basis of their election successes,'
or even on the basis of personality. But they indicated that they lacked schemas to
judge what kinds of policy proposals should be part and parcel of their conceptions\
of the good candidate. Hence they felt forced to judge candidates, by the available f-
schema. "It has to get down to pemnalities, I guess. O.K. it's important in running

,
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the country, but it's not really the most i rtant thing. It should be how he'lleeact to various situations."
9

.,After exposure to a lot of news about political candidates, most panelists..

showed signs of being sated. They skipped large numbers of political stories as"part of the same old stuff.'t There was nothing new, nothing worthy of additionalclose attention. This saturation boredom reaction was also noted tor other sthat covered familiar themes over long periods of time. In fact, a high perce age
cries

..9.

of all stories cover familiar themes through new examples and strain the capacityof their audiences to rermain interested and attentive.Aside frdm general notions about the nature and behavior of politicians in andts83°' out of office, people have, of coursez. ssbemas for, particular politicians. To keepthem predominantly favorable or unfavOriable, as the case may be, our parielists\....,?were.likêly to process contradictory news to' bring it into line with their preferred1:evaluation. Many schemas about particular= politicians appeared'to be wite sparse.Judging from the panelists' recall, they could be 'easily condensed into one.line or- ev6n one-word commentaries: 'Would' you buy a usecl car,from him?" "He's a has--been" l'a klutz," "a racist." Many of these brief characterizations bear closeresemblance to the stereotypes which televiSion commentators so frequentlydevelop for political figures. ../10
3. Institution Jtidgments 7

,.Criteria- for Judgment
Stories about governmental action generally are processed through schemasabout the quality that may be expected from governmental perfamance. They arerarely processed through schemas about the proper scope for governmentalactivitiestethe necessity for action, or the level of 4overnmerv that ought to beinvolved." .

Our panelists had distinct Schem'as about the norms of behavior by whichpolitical institutions should be judged. They generallyi_paid attention to storieswhich related to these norms positively or negatively." Prominent among these.norms is fairness. For example, one panelist used the fairness angle to process astory about a U.S. veto against U.N. membership for the Palestine LiberationAssociation. "I disagree with the decision," she said. "It's unfair. I think the Arabs .9have been getting screwed fqr a long time. I think that's a mistake we made and weshould rectify it." Consistency is another common norm. Our panelists Itlieved. that governmental action should be consistent. Stories that recorded inconsisten-cies often were noted and interpreted as evidence of undesirable governmentalbehavior. .
-

The degree of public app val is another, criterion that was frequentlyemplOyed tO assess the'-merits o strengths of public institutions and programs.Stories about wide public support of institutions and policies tended tO receiveattention ashd produced 'favorable evaluations 6f the imtitutiOns in question. Thewidespread interest in knowing what 'the publit approves or condernrA is alsOreflected in,avid attention tè stories reporting public opinion poll resultg. Failureto win substantial pAtblic endorsement generally was equated with weakneSs and
' often lack.of merit. Thus a, story that an anti-abortion candidate had- received fewvotes in the Massachusetts primary was interpreted by several panelists -- falsely,as it turned out as general weakness of the anti-abortion movement.Stories about governmental performance were also commonly evaluated bycasting them into historical or circumstantial perspectives. For instance, 19Aelection events and candidates were corniiared to ,their historical counterparts or. e,ialuated in light of the political circumstances in 1976. Stories about the level of. .
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national eZpenditures were assessed in light,of the gross national pro'duct. Fr'orn
that perspectNe, as'cine panelist put it, "we're not going overbiard with defense
spending .like all theSe Critics and people are saying." A story about the ouster of a

governhaent in Argentina, placed into historical perspective, turned cteas,t- to
be a routine:event. "In light of Argentiv history and ,the history of many other.
South Ameriean republics, it'S, I suppose, almost ineyitable when things go badly
inflation and sconomic troublei that Argentina has been thr.Ough that the
military' or at least the right wing groups would step in."

Schemas
When it-cdrne to insights into the actual modus operandi of government, Most

of our, panelistS seemed to have only very hazy ideas. They did not know how
goVernmen'talb bodies are set up to perform their duties or,lapw their activities are
shaped by:internal 'and external political pressures. Therefore, stories about
goverrimenial activities could rrat be analyzed in terras'df their correspondence to
normalliehavior by such bodies.

Our panelists did have scherrias about the scope of activities wilich govern-
,-ments ought to pursue. These schrrias revealed the characteristic split betwee

ideological` and operational outlooks described in Free and Cantril's study of The
.Political `Beliefs of Americans.' Ideologically, most panelists did not 4/1rit
governmat9t to ,do any more than necessary. But operationally "necessary" was
broadly defined as "anythVg that private ihstitutions cannot do well or have failed
to do. When stories disclOsed serious sOdal problerfis, the panelists mentioned the
need Por goVernment interventiongor a broad array of problems.

Most- parMists w re unable to detect missing information in stories about
governn-rental action. T spot missing information, respondents must have ample
schemas from which th y can draw information normally associated with s4.ch
stdries, or logically following from the information supplied in the story. Mbst
panelists lacked such well-rounded schemas about governmental operations. It was
an exception, for instance, when one politically astute panelist noted that a story
about limitations on campaign spending nrentioned only the compqatively small
number 'of w-oups whose contributions wereoto be kept in Check. It filed to point
out that ihe.bLilk'of individuals and social,groups remained unshackled.

The, mbst constant element in processing stories about governmental activi-
ties was the\ asAtmption that government is inefficient. Our panelists, &Specially
those who had had direct -experience with governmental activities, expected
governmeht bureaucracies all bureaucracies for that malter, at home4aAd abroad

to be slow, bogged down in senseless red tape, and wasteful of human and
material r.sources. The post-office was mentioned frequently as the proto-type of
inefficient `behaVior. 'When stories raised questions abotit the expediency of a
government,take-over of ailing i dustries, such as oil or seel, the inefficiency of
the post-office- was likely ts, bej cited as a yardstick for appraising such plans. to!
Inefficiencies gsnerally were yi4we d as the inescapable results the complexity
of, the problems with which governmFnfs are forced to deal. They were not
ascribed to tbe incapacity of government personnel. One panelist, made a typical
ecuse Pr the failure of governmental institutions to deal with problems by
cdmmenting: "It must be very hard to come to some solution and get the job done
and all that wfthout causing other problems; otherwise somebody would hay..e.come
up with something."

As part oi the notion of inefficiency, bureaucracies were deemed incapable
of appropriate*foresight 'and planning. Various disasters were interpreted as
evidence of tis fragic inability.`A panelist's commentfilplowing a story about the
collapse of a major' dam is illustrative: "As usual, after a disaster happens, the
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gOvernment went ,otit and started making regulations . . . I remeMber ,thinki,og at
that time, that it's always some human mistake that screws things up."

In foreign policy, govenmental actio4 was generally expected to Jpe ineffect-
ual. Hence when stories about retreatcg or inaction in the face of adverse
developments were published, our panelists characterized them as expected behavi-
Or. For instance,-stories about failure to object to Cuba's sending of troops into
Arigola .were interpreted as evidence of ch'aracteriuically weak foreign policy
stands.

Stories about governmental corruption were also taken in stride. Ow panel-
ists regarded corruption as a widespread, inevitable concomitant of power in public
and private institutions. They shared Lord Acton's view that those who become .too
powerful are easily corrupted. But corruptiort was regarded as an occupational
hazard, rather than the result of evil intentions. There was therefore, almost2inore
pity for the fallen sinners than contempt for thek moral weaknesses and sins.

As political observers have pointeb out,, a belief that many politiciflps are
corrupt is not the same as a belief that the political sys'tem is corrupt. -Our
.panelists were supporstive of-r the Amerif.an political system and viewed it as
working for the public's welfere. They thought that i should be retained and ohly
changed incrementalLwipt radically. Therefore, stories alut political movements
designed to-overturn "the Ahrrican way" and stories about ttempts to bring abotit
political change outside nor-Ft-tal political channels generally i-eceived attention and_
negative commen;.*eports about goverriment action to stop protesters elicited
approval,

4. Cultural' Norms as Guidelines
Besides schemas about actual behaviors of people and institutions, and the

manner in which these behaviors ought to be carried out and judged, our panelists
also had schemas reflecting generalized norms of 'behavior that ought to be
expected from people and institutions. These schemas can be vie as stock
judgments about people and institutions based on widely di ed cultural
norms.

One of these scherrias rela,tes to the universal benefits of education. The
notion that e cation is the key to a bettgr, Weis, as.Rplpert Lane has pointed out,
"the humapi 'religion' of the West."" Since education leads to better jobs,
better citizenthip and reduced asocial behavior, most Gif our 'panelists believed that
society ought -to supply all members of the public with an ample array of
educational facilities. Stories related to public education readily captured atten-
tion and were always evaluated from the perspective that the best 'type of
education ought to be provided to the largest possible clientele.

Yet another stock belief used in processing the news.is that democracy is the
best form of government and that governments and people ought to behave
democratically. Stories raising issues about democratic behavior were processed
accordingly. However, there were substantial variations arappg the panelistS in
de/errnining that specific behaviors met democratic criteria. For example, thei-e
was general agreement that a democratic socigty ought to encourage the express-
ion of drverse views, but little consensus bn whether this applies to expressions of
radically different political philosophies or even severe criticism of governmental
policies.

By contrast, otir panelists' schemas about what constitutes appropriate
behavior for the good citizen were surprisingly similar. These schemas were rarely
used for story processing because stories.raising issues about good citizenship Were
scarce. But they frequently came to the fore' when people appraised .their own

I
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information-seeking behavior. Schemas abRut good citizens invariably show themvoting' in elections, biased on their own well-informed decisions. As /:&:ibert Lane hasdescribed this scheml for his sample- of blue-collar workers, "in Eastport, thecommon man asserts his independence, asserts that he would not,. even to relievehis ignorance, consult 'anyone in partrcular about the i.Bues and candidates in anelection `but ,would rather make up his own mind." To make well-informeddecisions requires devoting time to election news at some point. during trie *-electoral contest. All of our panelists reported paying attention to election newsstories spurred bjf this sense of civic duty to reach their own decisions.Good, citizens also keep abreast of 'Other important national and localcolitical issues. The fact that these issues may be beyondieheir capacity tounderstand is not considered a xalid excuse for ignoring them. Paying attentionto news includes paying attention to public messages from political leaders, eventhese messages are Poring. It does not, however, include ikquiring "sch 1knowledge," such as remembering the length of a senatorial or' judicial term. Good
( citizens perform their civic duties out of a sense of genuine concern7 rather thanforced duty.

Our panelists expressed guilt whenever they realized that thedy had missed(important Ro4itical stories, thereby running afoul of their own conceptions of good.citizenship." But his feeling did not lead to major improvements in sub,sequentattention to, news. One panelist, who had commented that keeping abreast of,election news "shouldn't really be a duty; you should want to do it" explained thegap betwein ideal 1behavior norms arid actual behavior. She said: "Isiontkthink youcan forc8 a person to take 4rdeep interest)in something that ihey'ye not interestedin."

5. Human Interest and Empathy
One of the most poteni incentives to pay, attention to news stories is the

desire to learn about the personal life, joys, tragedies, wrong and right-doings ofother people, particularly those in Ngh places or in familiar settings. Severalschemas appear to be involved. One relates to self-perception. Our panelistsseemed to aski themselves: "Is the situation depicted in the news story similar tomy direct or Vicarious experiences, or similar to what I would do, under the
circumstances? A second, more general schema, seems to contain a collection, ofmiscellaneous events, all of them wrenching the observer's emotions: Finally, ourpanelists tended to be alert to stories of all kinds which had human interest appealbecause they personally knew the people involved in the story or because they werefamiliar with the site of the story.

\For instance, in response/ to a tornado news story, one respondent remem-bered only the scars left in familiar areas. Said he: "when I see things on TV ofplaces Pm.been to, it means more to me." A story about former first lady PatNixon's stroke received attention because it involved a familiar person and evokedsympathy. More general schemas of concern were involved in processing a storyabout a mother and her children killed.in Ireland (,with the political aspects of thestory forgotten), a Guatemalan earthquake ("I feel very sorry and /ant to help,")and expressions of syrn'pathy for victims and their families in stories about majordisasters. Stories processed for their direct personal relevance involved humaninterrest information germane to the panelists' jobs, or to their daily personal lifeand leisure activities, Or stories that they perceived as worth telling to interested
family members, friends, and associates.

r-'
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Conclusions

What major conclusions emerge from this stUdy of news processing, and whatis their significance for the political process. Put Ye?y briefly: Assuming that ourpanelists' neWs processing behavior is typical, the.search, for politkal information'is ,not copducted very diligently, deipite protestations Z'f interest and duty. As aresult, the Pulk,of political news is never processed at all. When processing takesplace, news is shaped4o.satisfy the individual's needs which, in turn, are shaped bypast and present experiences and by personality factors. News consumers processrkews when they are able to Link it to established schemas and regard it asgufficiently novel so that it will .enrjch their preyiously stored conceptions andexamples': Since'much of the news consists of minor variations on familiar themes,it does rf)ot make a significant impact-on ,established scherhas and much of it isquickly forgotten, if it is storediat'all.
The types of schemas used for processing information are quite limited inthe, perspeitives on the world that they contain. But they 'are adequate forextracting some meaning from most domestic news stories. By contrast, mostpanelists were unable to deal 6dequately with foreign news. The ability to processnews.and retrieve it appeared to be directly linked to the richness of the schemason which each respondent could draw. The richwere getting richer, while the poor4\remained'.poor.

1flie irhpact of these processing patterns on political life is positive as well asnegativel if one subscribes 'to the 'ideal of 'the well-informed citizen. On the°positive i'Side, despite their haphazard news search and processing 'behavior, ourpanelists managed to absorb sufficient informationtto'be.aware of a large numberof curre.nt issues. Although they did not use-Mr- abilities to the *fullest, allpanelists had the basic schemas and processing...skills to integrate complex currentnews into their thjnking. All had the desire' to keep informed, reinforced by a senseof duty. Their casual style of attention to news served to stkel them againstinformation overloads so naracteristic of twentieth century democracies.On the negative side, much important information was missed and with it theopportunity for forming new and richer schemas. ProcessiAg teilded ,to reinforceexisting stereotypes, rather than producing new Outlooks." The processing cuessupplied by the media were powerful, giving the media more influence over people'sschema than may be desirable. DesPite theSe drawbacks, there is ground foroptimism. Our analysis shows that people know how to cope with informationoverload; that they -balance a healthy respect for their own pleasures withmoderate willingness to perform their civic duties; and that-they ,have learned toextract essential kernels of information from news stories, while dikarding muchof the chaff. V.O. Key's views that the electorate desews credit for more savvythan meets the eye are not so far off 'the mark, after all.

Notes

I. The diary was kept for a minimurn -of five days each week. Stories were recordedseveral hours after exposure to news to eliminate those stories which had left only.fleeting memory traces. If respondents had nothing to report for a particular day,they could indicate this on the diary forms. Recorded diary stories ranged from 359to 969 per persbn. Newspaper news stocies were reported most frequently, withonly a small sprinkling of editorials or columns. Television news stories came next.Documentaries and special broadcasts were rarely mentioned. Sources other thannewspapers Or television were rarely mentioned in the diaries.
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2. For more details on panel selection see Doris A. Graber, Crime News and thePublic', New York: Praeger, 1980, pp. 7-9. Coritact with the 200 respondentsrepresented an 80 perc6nt success rate in reaching voters identified from thevoting roster. Of the 200 regitrants whoovere contacted, 84 percent agreed toparticipate in the study, fs-Alowing the filter interview.

3. Data analysis has shown that schema theory, borrowed from cognitive psycho-logy, provides an excellent framework for analysis of political information process-ing. A preliminary report on these findings is presented in Doris A. Graber,"Strategies for Processing Political Information, " a paper presented at the 1982meeting of the.Midwest Political Sscience Association.

4. Several studies have found low or nonsignificant relationships between recall of. message-arguments and attitudinal acceptance of the advocated message. RichardM. Perloff and Timothy/C. Brock. "And Thin.Kng Makes it So: Cognitive Responsesin Persuasion." pp. 67.49 in Michael E. Roloft and Gerald R. Miller, Persuasion:New Directions in Theory and Research, Beverly Hills: Sage, 1980, p, 75.

5. Robert E. Lane, in Political Ideology: Why the American Commom Man BelievesWhat He Does. New York: Free Press, 1962, reports that his panelists also foundmuch of the' political inforMation donfusing. See R. 33 ff.

6. As Lane (as cited in note 5, p.27) put it "The problem is, simply, the capacity of.the Blind to receive and deal with a wide variety of stimuli, most of which requiresome kind of response." Ce1 cites Freud td the effect that "Protection againststimuli is an alm'ost more impotanf9nction for the living organism than receptionof stimuli."'

7. Haeold D. Lasswell, "The S±ruàire and Function of Communication in,Society,7in Wilbtir Schramm, ed., Mass Communications. Urbana, University of Illinois Press,1949, p. 103.
.
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